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Abstract
Background lines often exist in textual documents. It is
important to detect and remove those lines so text can be
easily segmented and recognized. A stochastic model is proposed in this paper which incorporates the high level contextual information to detect severely broken lines. We observed that 1) background lines are parallel, and 2) the vertical gaps between any two neighboring lines are roughly
equal with small variance. The novelty of our algorithm is
we use a HMM model to model the projection profile along
the estimated skew angle, and estimate the optimal positions of all background lines simultaneously based on the
Viterbi algorithm. Compared with our previous deterministic model based approach[15], the new method is much
more robust and detects about 96.8% background lines correctly in our Arabic document database.

1 Introduction
When we process documents it is not uncommon that
background lines exist in the documents, touching or mixing with text. Figure 1(a) shows an Arabic document with
background lines and handwriting. These lines are originally printed on the paper to help writers to guide their
writing. After digitization they will, however, touch text
and cause problems for segmentation and recognition. It is
important that those lines can be detected and removed before we feed the text to the Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) engine.

and bank check/invoice processing [13]. The line detection
algorithms presented in these works can be broadly classified as: Hough transform or vectorization based [9]. The
Hough transform is a global approach with the capability to
detect dashed and mildly broken lines, but is extremely time
consuming [5]. To reduce the computation cost, a projection based method is proposed in [7] to search lines within
a small range of angles around   or  . The algorithm
is much faster than the Hough transform based approach,
however, it can only detect roughly horizontal or vertical
lines. Vectorization based algorithms, such as BAG [14]
and SPV methods [9], extract vectors from the image first,
then merge vectors into lines. Recently Zheng presented a
novel vectorization based algorithm called the Directional
Single-Connected Chain (DSCC) method [16]. Each extracted DSCC represents a line segment and multiple nonoverlapped DSCCs are merged into a line based on rules.
These line detection algorithms work well on relatively
clean documents with solid or mildly broken lines. In our
task there are two challenges: 1) the lines are severely broken due to the low image quality, and 2) the lines are mixed
with text, making the separation difficult. Figure 1(c) shows
the line detection result using the DSCC algorithm. We can
see only few lines are partially detected. It is very difficult,
if not impossible, to detect these lines without contextual
information.
In the form analysis, most form cells are rectangular
which can be used as a priori knowledge to correct the
low level line detection errors [2, 16]. In both approaches,
the contextual information is incorporated into pre-defined
rules in an ad hoc way. In this paper we present a novel
model-based approach to systematically incorporate high
level information.

1.1 Related Work
1.2 Outline of the Approach
Line detection is widely used in table detection and interpretation [14, 16], engineering graph interpretation [1],
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We observed that 1) background lines are parallel, and
2) the vertical gaps between any two neighboring lines are
roughly equal. In our previous work [15], we presented a
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Figure 1. An example of background parallel line detection. (a) Original document image; (b) after
filtering; (c) DSCC based line detection result; (d) model based line detection result; (e) text after line
removal.



model     to detect a group of parallel lines, where
 is the skew angle,  is the vertical line gap between two
neighboring lines, and   is the vertical translation (the vertical position of the first line). However, the deterministic
model we used has several limitations: 1) The model parameters     are estimated sequentially and the estimation error will accumulate and propagate; 2) The model
is deterministic with the assumption that the vertical line
gaps between any two neighboring lines are equal without
the consideration of the variance of these gaps.



In this paper, a stochastic model,            ,
is proposed (as shown in Figure 2), where  is the number of lines on the document, and             is the
vertical position of the   background lines, which can be
modeled by a HMM model well. Similar to our previous
approach, we first estimate the skew angle , then perform
a coarse estimation of the vertical line gap , from the autocorrelation of the projection profile along . Our novelty
is to use the Viterbi algorithm to search the optimal position of background lines simultaneously from the projection profile. The estimation error of  and variance between
vertical line gaps are all compensated by the Viterbi decoding of the HMM model. The detection accuracy increases
from 94% [15] to about 96.8% based on this new stochastic
model.

2 Pre-Processing
First we extract horizontal line segments using the DSCC
based algorithm [16]. A horizontal DSCC is an array of
connected vertical run-length, which can be a line segment,
a text stroke or noise. We only preserve those DSCCs
with small skew angles and large aspect ratios, which are
likely to be horizontal line segments. From the filtered image (Figure1(b)) we can see most text strokes are filtered
and the background line segments are preserved. We then
merge neighboring DSCCs into lines, as shown in Figure
1(c). Based on this initial detection result, we use a two-step
method to estimate the skew angle  from coarse to fine.
Some other methods surveyed in [3] estimate the skew angle based on text (printed text or handwriting) on the document. Then we do horizontal projection along the estimated
angle. A coarse estimation of average vertical line gap  is
calculated from the auto-correlation of the projection profile
along . The details are addressed in [15].

3 Model-based Line Detection
3.1 HMM Model for Line Position
The Markov property of a sequence of events is well
studied in literature [12]. Consider a system that stays at
one of a set of  distinct states,           , at any sampling time . It undergoes a change of state according to a

set of probabilities associated with the state during the period between two successive sampling time. For a Markov
chain (the first order), the probability of staying at state 
only depends on previous state   :
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If the state transition probability is independent of time ,
then the Markov chain is said to be homogeneous:


 



 

  

  

 




 
 

HMM models can model some 1-D signals well, and
has achieved great success in speech [12] and handwriting
recognition [11]. In our approach we use it to model the
sequence of vertical line position   .
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Here we use uppercase characters to represent random variables (e.g.  ), and lowercase characters to represent the
value of the random variables, (e.g.   ). The actual  is
not observable. Instead we can only observe the projection
profile            , where  is the dimension of the
profile.



            

      A line is on 

(4)
      No lines are on 

 

There are two states: line state  and non-line state  . A
standard HMM model for our problem is shown in Figure
3(a).
One weakness of conventional HMMs is the modeling
of state duration. The inherent duration probability density
          associated with state  , with self transition coefficient  is of the form:
     





 

Figure 2. A group of background lines.

(2)

If the state is not observable, the resulting model (which
is called a hidden Markov model) is a doubly embedded
stochastic process with an underlying stochastic process
that is not observable, but can only be observed through
another set of stochastic process that produces the sequence
of observations. The elements of a HMM model are:
1)  , the number of the states in the model.
2)  , the number of distinct observation symbols per
state.
3) The state transition probability distribution matrix:
   .
4) The probability distribution matrix of the observation
symbol:
   .
5) The initial state distribution  .
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Figure 3. HMM Models for the horizontal projection profile. (a) A standard HMM model; (b)
A HMM model with explicit duration.

For our problem, the duration of non-line state  is around
the average vertical line gap with minor variance. The exponential state duration density is inappropriate. Instead we
explicitly model the duration density. We add two more
states:  and  for top and bottom image borders. The
model with explicit state duration is shown in Figure 3(b).
For some applications, the quality of the modeling is significantly improved when explicit state duration densities are
used [6].

3.2 Model Parameter Estimation
After explicitly modeling the state duration, the state
transition probability is very simple and labeled on Figure
3(b). We set  to 0.5 and the detection result is not sensitive to  . The observation is the projection profile   ,
which takes values between   , where  is the width of
the image. We quantize   to five levels. Ideally, background lines form peaks on the projection profile. Therefore, we set    if there are no local peaks at  , and
quantize the local peaks into four levels using the following quantization levels:      . The observation
probability distribution matrix  , as listed in Table 1, can
be easily estimated from the groundtruth of the background
lines. We observed that 1) due to the severely brokenness,
the horizontal projections of about 80% background lines
are less than 1/4 of the image width; 2) 4.9% background
lines do not form peaks; and 3) the peaks with small height

Table 1. Observation probability distribution
matrix 
0
Non-peak
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(4.9%)
328,201
(98.8%)
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607
(15.4%)
3,530
(1.1%)

663
(16.8%)

1,645
(41.7%)

835
(21.2%)

283
(0.1%)

97
(0.03%)

19
(0.006%)



are most likely formed by text strokes or noise (3,530 instances), rather than by background lines (607 instances).
We need to use high level contextual information to achieve
reasonable detection results for such severely broken background lines.
The major drawback of the explicit duration HMM
model is that it greatly increases computational cost. With
the traditional forward-backward training algorithm (a type
of EM algorithm), the re-estimation problem is more difficult for the variable duration HMM than for the standard
HMM. The training time may increase by a factor of 300
[12]. One solution is to use a parametric state duration density instead of the non-parametric   , or assume a uniform duration distribution. In our case, we can directly get
the HMM parameters from groundtruth since the states have
explicit physical meaning. We set states   and  to be
uniformly distributed on    . The duration probability of state  is estimated directly from the groundtruth, as
shown in Table 2. Initially, the system stays at state   with
probability 1.







      



            

(6)
as the best decoding score at time , which accounts for
the first observations and ends in state   . The sequence
          which maximizes the probability in Equation 6 is the best decoding result until time . The complete
procedure of decoding is stated as follows:
1. Clear all entries of Æ .
2. For 

  , decode the first
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 (the top image border) and observation  as   :

     
(7)
where  

 is the probability to decode
observation as state , given observation , and

    is the probability to decode the
first
 observations as .
Æ  






 






3. Set  .

 



    

  







 

 







 

4. For 
 , where  and  are the
maximal variance on two sides of  (as shown in Table
2,   and   ).
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¼

Æ        Æ   
   Æ     

Given the observation sequence       
       , and the HMM model , we want to search
an optimal state sequence         , to maximize
  , which is equivalent to maximizing   .
Normally, the Viterbi algorithm, based on dynamic programming methods, is used to decode HMM models. We
define the quality
    

Distance
Occurring
Distance
Occurring



3.3 Decoding of HMM model

Æ  

Table 2. The duration probability distribution
of state  . The distribution is roughly symmetric around . The row of distance lists the
difference to .



 observations as

where  is the transition probability from   to  ,
and      is the probability of staying at state
 with   consecutive times.
5. Decode the remaining states as  , the bottom image
border, if   :
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6. If

(11)

 , then   , and goto step 4.

For each         , the algorithm remembers the
best decoding path at time . Therefore, we can get the best
decoding sequence          after the program ends.
With the empirically estimated parameters, the background
line detection accuracy is about 95.6%.

3.4 Optimization of the Model Parameters



The HMM parameters estimated directly from the
groundtruthed database is not optimal since: 1) The data
is sparse. Some entries in Table 2 do not appear in the training data, and many entries only appear very few times; 2)
the ! entry in Table 2 is much larger than other entries.
The estimation error of the average vertical line gap can be
around 1-2 pixels, which will significantly deteriorate the
decoding result; and 3) the Viterbi algorithm searches the
hidden state sequence which is with the highest probability
given the observation sequence and the model. However,
such optimization criteria does not minimize the final detection error, especially when the model mis-matches.
To reduce the effect of sparse data, we smooth the duration distribution   of state  . Suppose the state duration is symmetric around the average vertical line gap, we
perform the following averaging:
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After averaging, we set the empty entries to the minimal
value of all non-zero entries. So the allowed variance of
vertical line gap is within   . Our ultimate goal
is to search the optimal HMM model parameters to minimize the line detection error. Unfortunately, the error criterion is a very complex function of the model parameters
without a close form. A direct searching algorithm can be
used to solve the optimization problem in low dimensional
space. In our case, the simplex search method proposed
by Nelder and Mead is used to minimize the detection error [10]. Among many parameters of our model, we only
optimize the observation probability matrix  and the  
entry of the state duration of  . Experiments show the detection accuracy increases to 97.3% in the training set after
optimization.

4 Post-Processing
After identifying the vertical position of a line, our next
step is to detect the left and right end points. We first group
the broken line segments together. At each detected position
of a line, those DSCCs within the strip of 10 pixels above
and below the line are merged into a line [16]. If there are
less than 50 pixels on the line, then it is removed.
An ideal straight line can be presented with two param"  . For a real line with points
eters and  as  
"            # , parameters and  can be
estimated using the minimum mean square error criterion
(MMSE):
"
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(13)

For most background lines, this approximation is good
enough. However, due to the distortion introduced by the
photocopying and scanning, some background lines are cursive, and can not be approximated by two end points. In this
case, we use a polyline to represent the line as follows:
1. Calculate the average approximation error of a line as
follows:
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2. If $ is smaller than the average line width (often 2-4
pixels), keep it with two end points representation, and
exit.
3. Otherwise, split the whole line into left and right segments from the middle. Estimate the line parameters
and  for each segment respectively, as described in
Equation (13).
4. For each segment, goto step 1 and repeat.
A polyline is described as a sequence of junction points
          . Experiments show 2 or 3 segments are
sufficient to represent most cursive lines.

5 Experiments
5.1 Evaluation Protocol
Line detection accuracy can be evaluated at the pixel
level and the line level [8]. The pixel level evaluation compares the difference of the pixels between groundtruthed
and detected lines. It is straightforward and objective, but
groundtruthing at the pixel level is extremely expensive
when lines are broken, distorted and/or overlapped with
text. Therefore, we evaluate the algorithm at the line level.
Two metrics, the vertical and horizontal distance, are defined. Vertical distance is defined as a modified Hausdorff
distance. The Hausdorff distance between two point sets is:
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and  is some underlying norm (e.g., the %  or Euclidean
distance). The function    is called the directed Hausdorff distance from  to  . It identifies the point
 that

of left and right end points. Suppose the horizontal coordinates of the left and right end points of polyline  and  are
(% , ) ) and (% , ) ) respectively. Then, the horizontal
distance    are defined as:
Figure 4. Vertical distance between two polylines.
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And the horizontal matching rate is defined as:
(

Figure 5. Histogram of vertical detection distance of matched groundtruth background
lines.
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(21)

A detected line matches a groundtruthed line if the vertical distance is less than . If there are more than one
detected lines matching a groundtruthed line, or vice verse,
then the match with the minimal distance is kept. The vertical detection distance of the groundtruthed line is defined
as the vertical distance to the matched detected line. If a
groundtruthed line can not match any detected line, it is
mis-detected. For a matched groundtruth line, if the detection distance is within 5 pixels, then it is said to be detected
correctly. Otherwise it is regarded as partially detected. A
false alarm happens if a detected line does not match any
groundtruthed lines.

5.2 Experimental Results
is the farthest from any point of  and measures the distance
from to its nearest neighbor in  [4]. For severely broken
lines, it is very hard to define the left and right end points
exactly. The detection accuracy of left and right points are
measured by the following horizontal distance. And the vertical distance is defined only to evaluate the detection accuracy at the vertical position. Therefore a modified Hausdorff distance is used instead. Suppose  and  are two
polylines, and we extend them to infinity to generate two
new polylines ¼ and  ¼ , as shown in Figure 4. The vertical distance &   is:



&       ¼   ¼ 



(18)

The original method to compute the Hausdorff distance is
very time consuming [4]. In our case, the Hausdorff distance can be easily calculated due to no two pixels on a
polyline having the same horizontal coordinate. Suppose
polyline  and  are represented as            and
          respectively, Then Equation (18) is simplified as:
                       
(19)

where '         ( is the distance from   to extended polyline  ¼ , and '         # is the distance
from  to extended polyline  ¼ , as shown in Figure 4.
The horizontal distance,   , and the horizontal
matching rate are defined to measure the detection accuracy

We obtained 168 Arabic document images with a total
of 3,870 groundtruthed lines, most of which are severely
broken. We use 100 images to train the HMM model, and
the remaining 68 images as the test set. The detection results are shown in Table 3. On the test set, 96.8% lines are
detected correctly and only 2 lines are missed. The histogram of the vertical detection distance for all matched
groundtruth lines is shown in Figure 5. For the matched
lines, most vertical detection distance is less than 8 pixels.
The maximum vertical detection distance is 14 pixels. The
false alarm rate is about 2.3%. Most of the false alarms
are generated because our model detected severely broken
lines which are not groundtruthed based on the subjective
judgment of the groundtruther.
For correctly detected lines we evaluate the left and right
end points detection accuracy using the horizontal distance
defined in Equation 20. The average horizontal detection
distance is 6 pixels and the matching rate is 99.1%.
Figure 1(d) shows the model based line detection result.
Compared with Figure 1(c), we can see with contextual information the result is significantly improved. In Figure
6(a), we remove 35 rows of the image (about half of the average vertical line gap of this document). The corresponding detection result is shown in Figure 6(b), with only one
line missed due to the anomalous vertical line gap.
Our final experiment is to test the robustness of our algorithm. We select a document with relatively good quality. We manually separate the document into two layers:

Table 3. Background line detection result.

Training
Set
Test
Set

Groundtruthed
Lines

Detected
Lines

2,274

2,319

1,596

1,631

Correct

Partial
Correct

Missed

False
Alarm

2,212
(97.3%)
1,545
(96.8%)

56
(2.5%)
49
(3.0%)

6
(0.3%)
2
(0.1%)

51
(2.2%)
37
(2.3%)

polyline representation of distorted lines.
After line detection, we can remove these detected lines
to achieve a cleaned version of the document. Figure 1(e) is
the result of Figure 1(a) after we remove the black pixels on
the line and filter the noise. While the result is encouraging,
we find some text strokes touching the detected lines are
removed erroneously. We are investigating a more robust
algorithm to remove the lines and reserve the text strokes.
And we will evaluate the line removal algorithm when an
OCR engine is available.
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Figure 6. An example of a model mis-match.
(a) A document image with 35 image rows removed; (b) Line detection result of (a).
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(h) Line detection result of (f).
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